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ABSTRACT
The mystics always have a special interest in human beings. They think about both
human being and his ideas, that is, in their thinking anthropology is of great
importance from various dimensions especially epistemological, ethical and
social. Therefore, the drawing and explanation of the features of the mystical man
is a concern. They are for the sake of man and his greatness. Of course, it should
be noted that their attitude towards humans is more than moral and moral
dimension, and other aspects of anthropology, practical action, have a special
place in his thought. This attitude towards man by him is the epistemic existential
dimensions, as well as the nature of human truth, and in particular, the perfect
man's attributes Includes. In this article, we use the views and opinions of these
two great mystics and their interpretation based on their literary texts to study the
role and effect of self-knowledge as a great and common way between the two
mystics for connecting to the Absolute Truth. The present study is a descriptive
comparative study and data are analyzed and analyzed using a content analysis
method in a library method.
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INTRODUCTION
Although the two great mystics of Islam and Hinduism (Rumi and Shankara) have
separate origins and developed in a different cultural atmosphere and their teachings are in
some ways different from each other, they have also been very similar. This affinity And
similarity can be seen in their mysticism. Due to the similarities and similarities between the
Hindu school and the Masnavi, the study of the issue of unity between man and God is of
particular importance in both schools. . Vedanta is the most complete and most mundane
Hindu school that represents the teachings of the Upanishads and is based on the theory of
the unity of existence and the main points raised in it are attention to the ultimate and divine
truth. Shankara, as one of the great scholars and commentators of this school of aspirations
the monotheism expanded the Upanishads and established the beliefs of Brahmasotra and
considered the basis of all the realities of the world as Brahman. (India's Philosophical
Religions and Schools, 2-781). In his view, Brahman's knowledge is to discover the pure
analogy of Atman and Brahman, and the infinite Brahman comes from the illusion of
relativity, and to the fourfold, the awakening world, the dream world, for example, the deep
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sleep world and his attitude to Atman. These determinations in the world of minerals are in
the form of five determinations, namely, the corners of the food, the cornerstone, the cortex
of the mind and the cortex and they create a hide that prevents everyone from seeing the
inner light. This ignorance and ignorance in the great world appear as a force in the world
and in the world of illusion and in the world of knowledge as ignorance and ignorance. (Ibid,
6-785). In Islamic mysticism, Rumi, in his works, addresses the issue of God and soul and
importance an affiliate and a lover and lover alliance. Rumi has a special interest in man. He
also contemplates the existence of man and his thoughts, that is, in the words of Rumi,
anthropology is of great importance from various dimensions especially epistemological,
ethical and social.
Therefore, the drawing and explanation of the features of the mystical man indicates
the concern of Rumi To the human being and to the greatness of his being. Of course, it
should be noted that Rumi's attitude towards man is more than the mystical and creative
aspect, so that theoretical mysticism, practical action is a special place in his thought that this
attitude toward man by him manifests the epistemic existential dimensions as well as the
nature of human truth and, in particular, the perfect man's attributes has.
In Rumi's view, human being consists of two truths of the body and soul or soul, each
of which has its own specific characteristics. The physical aspect of his resemblance and
proximity to nature and the animal itself, while his spiritual dimension shows the high
spiritual tendencies in him, suggests that man has moved from this land to this earthly and
material world, And away from the original home, he pays special attention to the greatness
of man in the creation of all its dimensions and makes him the essence. The abstract of the
universe and the universe knows that other beings, as attributes and traits, are toward him
(Sobhani, 1373-1893).
Shankara considers man as a creature that is superior to all creatures because the
whole intellect is in man, as well as the human being who speaks and sees based on thoughts
and tells the future and understands many things, and surrounded the environment and is
superior to all realms of being. Human being is the only one that manifested in the complete
manifestation of God in him. Additionally, man is an individual whose complete
manifestation of God has come to pass. In addition, man is an organism whose constructive
thought He is (Nasri, 1371-28), in the words "Whoever thinks he becomes the same is
forever" (Reza Zadeh Shafagh-1367-417).
From the point of view of the Upanishads in man, a person called Atman, which is a
manifestation of the universal soul or Brahman, that "the whole soul is the same individual
and the same creation" (ibid., 379) is also the human being who aspires to his perfection and
always must pay attention to his ambition And he does not neglect him because he neglects
humanity's perfection. Atma is more than anything else for human beings. From child and
property, and from everything else, should be considered more lovable (Nasri, 1371-9-28).
Therefore, human beings have considered a human having two physical and immaterial
realms, which have a spirit and a body, and consists of "Joe Atman" is himself the perm
Atman of himself, the cosmic or general, which Jive Atman enjoys from the result of the act,
and Perm Atman is an observer of actions, and they have two shades of certainty (31-kath:
6.4svet.up ).
Also, for the understanding of Atman, the human body and its organs are brought as
allegories (brhad.up2.2-1-4), and the difference between the object and Atman is mentioned,
that the body of life is the place of Atman, and Atman belongs to the object But after leaving
it, it abandons (chand.up.1-1-2).
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1. THE BASICS OF MYSTICISM IN RUMI'S VIEW
The basis of the attitude of Muslim mystics to the world is accepted by the Qur'anic
teachings. God has repeatedly emphasized in the Holy Qur'an that you should study in the
earth, learn the lessons of the ancestors (Anam/ 11) and learn about the quality of creation.
(Spider, Verse: 20) God revealed His Signs and Verses in horizons of the world and souls,
(Foselat/ 53), and the human being sees it as the other side. (Baqerah/ 115)
Rumi was aware of the fact that there is no distance between this world and the
hereafter. This world is in that world and that world is also the environment in this world.
We also, if we know how this world is, we will find that the world is in the hereafter, and
there is not only hostility between the world and the hereafter, but also in terms of friendship
and background and participation in the unity. (Soroush, 1371, p.100) Rumi, who knew the
seven cities of love and who was familiar with the geography of the world of spirituality,
sees no geographical boundaries between the world and the hereafter, and says:
The world is all over the world. It is about the mysticism of the world. It is a happy
world (Dinani, 2004, p. 199).
Rumi's world is not the world of despair and grief that is at the forefront of
Khayyami, which does not look beyond the senses of the world, nor the cold and
impoverished climate of the monastery, who does not feel the world. (Zarrin Kob, 1382, p.
15), not a world full of persecution and violence, nor a small and sensible area of knowledge
and experience, a wavy irritation that sweeps through its passion, freshness, meaning and
life, and Life is a long road with a joyous song that humans sing and love throughout. (Ibid)
Such a world "is merely to be experienced and felt, not to be described" (Abdul Hakim,
1375, p. 58). Therefore, it is only those who find that the context is they have put together a
couch with Rumi in his life so that he can fly along with him in his world, and Rumi's speech
is the only invitation from these people. (Portal, 1379, p. 56)
Rumi never misses the world and despises the universe, and does not deny the earth.
In his view, what condemns the name of the world, or, to put it more correctly, the humble
world is the same greed, and in not finding the truth. In this regard, the world is a concept
that changes to the value of everyone and, from the one who has not gained the truth, this
world is a ghost. (Goppinari, 2005, p. 274), as it says:
O mouth of your own infernal crust!
The other light of the world of the milk of the blood of the blood Pahlavi (Molavi,
1382.2-12-13). It turns out that the shameless world in terms of hair loss is a world that does
not bring a man to social calm and does not provide him with a secure future and does not
lead him to a vital life free from bruises and full of inner affluence.
The world is captured by the fork of greed, and unassigned to the eternal ecstasy, a
zone that overcomes the spiritual calm of humans and reduces man from a high human
condition, to the point where everyone thinks of his personal and personal interests. It is a
place where greed is driven by the command and is an inspirational range, with conditions
that create greed (Golpinani, 2005, p. 275).
2. THE BASICS OF MYSTICISM IN SHANKARA'S VIEW
Shankara (Sen'kara 880-820) is a thinker of existential unity, and Brahman, Atman,
and the unity between them form the basis of his intellectual system. He expanded and
promoted the uniqueness of the Upanishads, and organized the ideas and votes of the
Prophet. The inviolable boundary of all the realities of the world is called Brahman, that is,
the principle of neutrality which, in the dimension of transcendence and its literal aspect,
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does not have any attribute, and can only be expressed in the essence of the universe, I
believe that being is mere and beyond the subjective and objective determinations of Atman
Atman and Brahman are two poles of reality in the great and minor universe, and according
to Vedanta, "Brahman is real, the mortal world is the soul of the same Atman is not enough."
The universe has been added to Brahman. And if we remove all manifestations and
limitations from the text of the facts and abstraction, what remains is the absolute reality that
remains and radiates on itself. In their view, Brahman's knowledge of the secrecy of pure
adherence Atman and Brahman, the reality of the world can be summed up in this brief
equation, namely, "Atman is equal to Berahman." Therefore, the religion of Vedanta says
Shankara is a religion of complete dishonesty and lack of plurality.
Shankara never accepted the principle of the plurality of ghosts, and according to
him, Amman is not the result of the accumulation of all personal spirits, but an entirely
unassailable and spiritual entity that is neither subject nor passive and is not confined to
consciousness and integrity, but absolute observer and witness Like Brahman, and in terms
like "you are the same", the phrase "you are the same" indicates that if you include the
adjectives that come into the word "you" and depict it as something other than that " You
"will mean" Atman "of the same" it ", ie" Brahman ", because these two facts are two mirrorshaped faces (Shayegan, 1389-84-783). According to Shankar, the soul and God are
absolutely and similar. The soul is God and Allah the same being that they say this unity
(Chatterjee and Data, 2005-632)
3. THE BASICS OF MYSTICISM IN SHANKARA'S VIEW
Self-knowledge in Islam and in the case of the Muslim mystics as the encyclopedia,
Rumi emphasized the importance of this issue by referring to a well-known Saying from
Imam Ali (AS), which stated: "Everyone who knows himself knows his Lord, undoubtedly"
Has given Of course, we know that the evolution of the world is conditional on the evolution
of the universe and reaching the worker is the culmination of human evolution, and this issue
is not possible without self-knowledge. That's why no knowledge is as important as selfknowledge.
In this regard, Rumi says: "A man is something great, everything is written in him,
and he does not allow Cover and darkness that he reads that science in the veil and the
darkness of these various occupations." (Rumi, 81: 81) In addition, self-knowledge, apart
from its intrinsic value, is of special significance because of the lack of knowledge of
theology and the knowledge of the god-fearing God (Faiz Kashani, 1410: 1/78). According
to Rumi, he says: For this, the Prophet created this description for anyone who knew
himself, knows his Lord (Mathnavi, 1388: 5/2114). With this citation, Rumi reminds us that
the necessity of recognizing and the inner paths is that the true self of man is the
manifestation of the divine right and that this will not be realized until the person chooses to
do so (Rumi, 2001: 10). In his view, in the spirit of the nursery and behind you, in the human
soul, there are emotions and emotions and mysterious powers that human beings are unaware
of, but the effect and sign of the inner forces and forces of mankind are manifest in man's
actions and behavior. Round (Hom., 1376: 1/194). In his prose book, the significance of this
kind of noble science and knowledge is as follows: "Now also the scholars of the time split
in hair and other things that they do not belong to, and they are surrounded by them in
general, and what is important and He is the closest of all, he is an insider and does not know
his own "(Rumi, 1380: 17). Also, in the Rumi universe, none of human science and
education has the value and importance of self-knowledge.
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With this citation, Rumi reminds us that the necessity of recognizing and the inner
paths is that the true self of man is the manifestation of the divine right, and that this will not
be realized until the person chooses to do so (Rumi, 2001: 10). In his view, in the spirit of
the nursery and behind you, in the human soul, there are emotions and emotions and
mysterious powers that human beings are unaware of, but the effect and sign of the inner
forces and forces of mankind are manifest in man's actions and behavior. Round (Hom.,
1376: 1/194). In his prose book, the significance of this kind of noble science and knowledge
is as follows: "Now also the scholars of the time split in hair and other things that they do not
belong to, and they are surrounded by them in general, and what is important and He is the
closest of all, he is an insider and does not know his own "(Rumi, 1380: 17). Also, in the
Rumi universe, none of human science and education has the value and importance of selfknowledge. If you think your thoughts are good, you're cool. If you do not think, You are
nothing (Masnavi: 2781388/2). The importance of the self-knowledge of the teachings is
also that it perceives and manages the human being, and also the insight can help human
beings in the course of evolution, because in this way, he will perceive this insight and
consciousness even the beings who can become available. In fact, the value of selfknowledge becomes apparent when it comes to finding one's self and knowing that it is
hidden under this flesh and the skin, and it is the purpose of the creation, that it is the cloak
in which it can manifest all being.
Its appearance is a mosquito flour to the wheel, its interior is a seven-wheel
environment
Intact solar hidden in a particle, male lion in a bumper sheath
Sunny in one hidden particle, suddenly open that particle mouth
The scientific field is not hidden, it is hidden in three tastes of the world
(Masnavi 3579/5 and 4580/6, 1/2502, 37674/4: 1388)
If a man knows that right has manifested himself, he will seek his discovery because
God created him for this reason.
Because the meaning of Great Lord was in manifestation and appearance
So the Caliph was the owner of the throne, so that his king was a mirror
Then he gave him an empty robe, and he asked for his darkness
(Mathnavi, 3307/6: 1388)
The most important thing that mankind gives to man is knowing the heart or soul in
which he has chosen a god with all glory and abundance (the inquiry of 1387/6/3317).
Therefore, in Rumii's thought, this fact is repeated every time, and it turns out that until a
person recognizes his identity and identity, he will not be able to understand the true social
life of religion and prosperity. Self-awareness is the most important human-centered issue of
religion. (Ja'fari, 1366/c. 3/231). In addition, Rumi says that humans tend to feel so selfrighteous that his interpretation of the rank of the great sultan who can be the essence of the
creatures of the universe is a complex expression (Soroush 2006/1985).
4. THE POSITION OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY
OF THE SANKARA
Self-knowledge and knowledge of the soul are one of the main sources of God's
knowledge and have always been considered in mystical systems. Of course, this is not the
coordinates of Islamic mysticism, but in fact, in most of the mystical religious systems there
can be traced back to it. Among Hindu thinkers, Ara Shankara is a thinker and a great
commentator of the Vedanta, and since he is a moderated school of dualism. The connection
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between the human soul with the original origin and the emphasis on its uniqueness is one of
the fundamental determinations of the foundations of the mystical system. The most
important factor in the unity of Atman and Brahman in the school is to learn the truth of the
truth, and the existence of Brahman is the fact that we call it "self" or "pronoun", because
every creature is self-conscious as "I am" So Brahman is the origin of the universe, which is
exported from all beings, and is a joke of our existence, which we say to Atman, whoever
knows the truth about the truth, has realized the truth of the truth, and everyone who knows
the Brahman, that is, the inward insistence He has realized that "I am indeed a Brahman"
(Shayegan, 1389-9 / 808)Therefore, the unity of Atman (soul) and Brahman in the school of Vedanta, which is
regarded as one of the most important teachings, can in fact be translated as "the true self of
man, it is God." Based on this, Brahman is the truth, and in Inside us, the sacrifices of the
Vedas and the rituals that are performed with it are superfluous and even meaningless to
reach the purpose of the way of karma or of the acts of men, but through the knowledge of
oneself, and the true sacrifice is also to sacrifice all of you and to abandon "I ".
COMPARE AND CONCLUSION
The mystical approach to self-knowledge is one of the most important issues that
makes the mystics distinct from others, especially philosophers and theologians, although the
ultimate goal is the mystic of the knowledge of the Lord, but from the point of view of the
mystics, the only way, or at least the most correct way of knowing, is self-knowledge (Unity
of existence, narrated by Ibn Arabi and Eckhart, 279) is a view we do not think about it, but
it is the path to reaching that intuition, and this is said by the Prophet (s), that whoever
knows himself, God Knows. Everything is from you and in you. There is nothing outside of
you (Ibn Arabi, 1404: 101)
If we consider the most important goal in the mysticism of alliance and the
connection of man to God, this matter has been reflected in the school of Islam and Shahnara
and Masnavi Rumi. By comparing these two schools, we can look at similarities and
differences in the issue. One of the similarities of these two schools is the attention to the
problem of repentance, which corresponds to human excellence and the connection to the
absolute truth. The importance of self-knowledge and the progression of anxiety to achieve
the connection between the soul and God in this regard is very important in both schools,
too. In addition, there are similarities between the two schools in terms of the existence of
obstacles to connecting and joining the Lord, because in both schools, eliminating ignorance
and relying not on the apparent knowledge or on Evydia, the avoidance of illusion or Maya
and the avoidance of diseases Ethical, has been emphasized. However, similarities can be
seen between the two schools. Among them, one can imagine love, which is not mentioned
in the school of love as one of the sure ways to achieve the unity of Atman and Brahman.
While in Rumi's view, ultimate divine love is to reach the level of unity and unity. This love
is so passionate that it is incapable of describing it. Also, what separates human beings from
one's own self and gives them the right to survive is love that eliminates itself in the presence
of mankind, and removes God's Masnavi from the path of the right and leaves the way for
the smooth seamstress makes the difficulty easy and tough. And in the light of evolution and
transformation, man becomes empty to him and becomes self-destructive and, with his own
power, possesses divine traits, survives to the truth and endures immortality.
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